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Welcome to the first edition of our monthly electronic magazine “The Evolving Game.” Within this magazine we will make available to 
coaches of all ages and levels, resources to improve their teams through pertinent articles and training exercises.

The ever-changing soccer landscape within our country  and state creates a need for coaches to keep well informed of new 
methodology, training schedules, exercises, player development, injury prevention and match analysis.
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WELCOME TO THE FIRST EDITION

THE EVOLVING GAME

Coaches should prepare for training in much the same 
way a teacher prepares for a class. Organized plans, 
engaging the players with guided discovery questions, a 
proper progression that is meaningful and challenging 
for all players and strong knowledge of the topic should 
be your goals in every training session. The following are 
reminders to adhere to when running your session. 
Determine a theme to your practice based on 
weaknesses from previous match or needs for an 
upcoming opponent. Preparation for your session 
should be outlined the night before. Utilize the training 
session form from US Soccer: 

1. Technical warm up with dynamic 
stretching

2. Small sided
3. Expanded small sided
4. Match

Diagrams, objectives and key coaching points should be 
listed. List the amount of time you expect each exercise 
to last based on your determined practice schedule.
Arrive a half hour before your training and lay out your 
field with proper training aids (vests, cones etc.)

Extra inflated balls available should a player forget a ball or 
has an under-inflated ball.
Limit verbal explanation of the exercise to the players
Keep the session flowing and active with proper use of the 
coach’s tool kit. Limited freezes.
Proper cool down, quick review of the session with the 
players and upcoming training or match schedule.
Utilize other strong coaches to evaluate your session or 
commit yourself to a strong self-evaluation. 
List the strengths and weaknesses of the team and individual 
players during the session. Keep a copy of your plans, 
evaluation of the session and strengths and weaknesses of 
the players for future reference. 
Look and act like a coach!

Mike Barr
EPA Youth Soccer

Director of Coaching

Preparation for a Successful Training Session

U.S. Soccer unveiled the new coaching “E” curriculum in January 2012. The curriculum was designed to improve 
development of players in the United States, concentrating on creating more organized, age-appropriate training 
sessions, developing coaching practices and creating an environment that is fun for the players. The E course will 
become a license instead of a certificate based on the new curriculum. Eastern Pennsylvania Youth Soccer 
implemented the new Licenses February 2012. Currently U.S. Soccer are updating the, “A”, “B” & “C” Licenses. The “D” 
License overhaul will be unveiled in January 2013 and will be reviewed by all the states Directors of coaching. We will 
bring you an update to how the course has evolved in a later publication

Gary Stephenson
EPA Youth Soccer
Assistant Director

of Coaching

National Coaching License Program Updates



COACHING EDUCATION HONOR ROLL

UPCOMING COACHING COURSES

E License
Rose Tree SC

December, 2012

E License
Philadelphia Area
(Spanish Class)
December, 2012

D License
Lititz SC

January, 2013

E License
Penn Legacy SC

January, 2013

HIGH SCHOOL
AAA

HIGH SCHOOL
AA

HIGH SCHOOL
A

YOUTH GAMES
BOYS

YOUTH GAMES
GIRLS

Nov 17 @ 
Hersheypark Stadium

Girls Finals
4pm 

Boys Finals
6:30pm

Nov 17 @ 
Hersheypark 

Stadium

Girls Finals
11am 

Boys Finals
1:30pm

Nov 16 @ 
Hersheypark 

Stadium

Girls Finals
5pm 

Boys Finals
7:30pm

Nov 10 @
Line Road @12 

U-12 Boys
Lower Merion SC
vs PA Classics

11:30am

Nov10 @ 
Springfield HS
U-12 Girls 
Springfield 

Cobras vs Mont. 
Utd Lightning

9am

October 2012
Coaching Licenses 

Awarded

National E License - East Pike
• Shedly Alleyne
• Lisa Bulkley
• Kenneth Byrnes
• Antonio Como
• Anthony Greitzer
• Christina Matatics
• Marco Romero

National D License
• Jeremy Greene

• Eric Mavila
• Mike Mead
• John Nagy
• Peter Pellack
• Russell Reich
• Daniel Senior

GAME WATCHER NATIONAL TEAM MLS CHAMPIONS 
LEAGUE

ENGLISH PREMIER 
LEAGUE

This section will highlight 
must watch games scheduled to 
be played in the month from; 
National Teams, MLS, Champions 
League, EPL, College, High 
School and local club.

USMNT vs 
Russia (Nov. 
14, 10pm)

USWNT vs 
Ireland (Nov. 

28, 10pm)

NY Red Bull vs 
DC United 

(Nov. 7, 8pm) 

LA Galaxy v 
San Jose (Nov. 

7, 11pm)

Man United v 
Galatasary 
(Nov. 20, 
2:45pm)

Man City vs 
Real Madrid 
(Nov. 21, 
2:45pm)

Chelsea vs 
Liverpool 
(Nov. 11, 

11am) 

Chelsea vs Man 
City (Nov. 25, 

11am)

For more information, details and registration, please visit EPYSA.org



MIKE BARR, Director of Coaching
As D i rector o f Coach ing fo r Eastern 
Pennsylvania Youth Soccer your job entails an 
awful lot.   How would you sum up what you do 
in a few sentences? 
--My role is sometimes very complicated 
because I am serving not only players and 
coaches but parents as well. With so many 
constituents throughout Pennsylvania I have to 
focus on all their needs. One day it may be rec 
players from Montgomery County and the next 
ODP players who may be underserved in the 
Lewisburg area. I have to make sure the 
information I provide is not only relevant but 
worthwhile. I have to keep up with new 
coaching methodology and be ready to address 
any issues that arise. In addition I have to keep 
a strong relationship with Region I, US Youth 
Soccer and US Soccer. 

What is the most important advice you could 
give to up and coming coaches? 
--Never become complacent in your role. 

Coaches should approach coaching the same 
way gifted teachers approaches their class. A 
quality teacher provides what is needed to their 
entire class in an interesting and sometimes fun 
environment. A soccer coach should be no 
different. A coach’s responsibility is the 
development of each and every player not just 
the elite players. There should be growth on the 
field as well as a progression socially in 
handling pressure, developing posit ive 
relationships with other players and time 
management.

What advice or words of wisdom would you 
give to the young soccer player? 
--Don’t lock yourself into one sport or activity 
when you are young. Many of the American 
MLS players played other sports growing up. 
Get involved with music and the arts. Too many 
parents are forcing their children into one sport 
and preventing their children from becoming 

well rounded. 
Playing soccer 
may assist you 
in getting into a 
c o l l e g e b u t 
y o u r 
a c a d e m i c s 
determine the 
quality of the college you attend.

Who is your favorite player to watch and why?  
--Watching Messi, Iniesta and Xavi provide me 
with more pleasure than any one player or one 
team in any sport. If young players were to 
consistently focus on the technical, tactical and 
unselfish play of these three players; it would 
provide as much understanding of the game as 
any training activities. I am not sure we will ever 
see a team with such clear understanding of 
how to play the game as Barcelona over the 
last few years.
 

MEET THE COACH

Progression 1 - 5v0
Introduction to diamond shape
Exercise gets young players to move to 
support the ball without pressure
Players learn to play quicker by 2 touch 
restriction.
Young   players learn to take ball across the 
body and use the inside of foot for all passing 
and receiving.
Pace of ball when making a pass becomes 
more reliable
Points of Emphasis

1) Receiving ball shoulder on with 
communication

2) Ball played to lead foot of wide 
player play forward, ball played to 
near foot play back or to central 
player

3) Central player plays one touch, all 
others two touch

4) All four support players move to 
support in relationship to the ball

5) Recognize technical errors in 
receiving and passing (everything 
done with the inside of the foot)

Mike’s 3 Favorite Exercises

Progression 2- 5v2
Center midfielder role is introduced and finding 
seams between defender is recognized
Support of the ball and movement off the ball 
becomes more thoughtful with adding the two 
defenders
Speed of play needs to become more efficient
First touch is emphasized constantly
Points of Emphasis

1) Finding seams for passes between 
mannequins and defenders

2) Central mid-fielder checking runs 
between defenders, playing one 
touch, all others two touch

3) Continued examination of supporting 
runs

4) Outside attacking players and two 
defenders change position 
immediately upon loss of possession 

Progression 3 - 8v4
Instead of looking at four options when in 
possession; the player with the ball looks for 
seven
Splitting of defenders and recognizing best 
passing option are emphasized
All seven players react to movement of the ball
Transition from attack to defense and defense 
to attack when switching flank players
Option to play over the top when going end to 
end.  More pressure introduced and value of 
first touch become more apparent.
Points	  of	  Emphasis

1) Communica7on	  and	  movement	  of	  two	  
central	  	  midfielders

2) Recogni7on	  of	  most	  effec7ve	  long	  pass	  
when	  available	  or	  maintaining	  
possession

3) Four	  defenders	  switching	  with	  four	  
outside	  players	  immediately	  upon	  losing	  
possession

4) Adding	  op7on	  of	  longer	  chip	  from	  an	  
end	  to	  end	  ball



Attacking Principles
By Gordon Miller, VYSA Technical Director

TECHNICAL WARM-UP OBJECTIVES / COACHING POINTS
3 v. 3 v. 3 (25x35)

-Players passing and moving in groups of 3
-Progress to 3 v 3 +3

Coaching Points:
-Passing/Receiving Technical Details

-Receive with open body
-Clean first touch (preparation)

-Strike ball cleanly
-Move after pass

-Shield ball
-Disguise Pass

SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES / COACHING POINTS
3 v. 3 to Small Goals [25x35]

Coaching Points:
-Passing/Receiving Technical Details

-Principles of Attack: (From the NEW E)
-Penetration: Forward Play

-Support: Depth
-Width

-Mobility: Creating and Using Space
-Improvisation

EXPANDED SMALL-SIDED ACTIVITY OBJECTIVES / COACHING POINTS
8 v. 6 to 2 Counter Goals (1/2 field)

Coaching Points:
-Passing/Receiving Technical Details

-Principles of Attack: (From the NEW E)
-Penetration: Forward Play

-Support: Depth (combination play)
-Mobility: Creating and Using Space

-Width
-Improvisation

GAME
OBJECTIVES / COACHING POINTS
38 v. 8 (Full width, just beyond center)

-Formation: 1-2-3-2
-When to shoot
-When to pass

-Keep possession
-Width

-3rd man runs
-Depth

-Mobility
-Improvisation

-GK role
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ORGANIZATION
• Three players with one ball
• Set of three cones (1 set per group of 3)

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION
• The player at the point of the triangle 
is the “wall” player
• Server A passes the ball to the wall 
player, the wall player then plays the 
ball 1-touch towards Server B, who 
controls the ball then passes back to 
the wall player who passes to Server A
• Sequence is repeated for 1-2 minutes 
– players rotate position

COACHING POINTS
• Pass to the wall player is played in 
front/across the player
• The wall player moves so their body 
is open to the direction they are going 
to play the ball
• Pass with the inside of the foot 
(push pass)

ORGANIZATION
• Mark out a diamond (point to point 
25yds)
• Two players placed at each end with 
a ball, two players as wall players

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION
• Player at the point of the diamond 
has a ball, they play the ball to the 
wall player (player A to wall player A) 
Wall player plays the ball !rst time into 
projected run of the player that played 
the ball to them. Player then passes 
the ball to the player at the other end 
and follows pass. Meanwhile the other 
side of the diamond is performing the 
same process. Complete 10 passes 
then rotate position

COACHING POINTS
• Communication from the player with 
the ball
• Pass to the wall player is played in 
front of the player
• Wall player - one times the ball into 
the path of the run. Not at the player

ORGANIZATION
• Mark out a !eld  20 x 30 yard with goals
• Two teams of 4 (GK & 3 !eld players)
• Two neutrals, one on each side line
 

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION
• Each team must perform a wall pass 
with either neutral before going to 
goal.

VARIATIONS
• Neutrals play on the !eld.

COACHING POINTS
• Understanding if the wall pass is on
• Neutral must stay in front of the ball
• Communication from player on the ball
• Look for the space to drive into be-
fore the combination is performed
• Speeding up and slowing down

Remember when working on the 
wall pass you want the players to 
understand if the pass combination 
is on, space beyond the defender to 
drive into.
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Combination Play
By Gary Stephenson, Assistant Director of Coaching



WARM UP ORGANIZATION

• 3 cones in a line (10 yrds apart), 4 players 
- 2 players on the end cones, with one ball 
per two players

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION

• One player from each end dribbles their 
ball to the center cone and performs the 
turn assigned by the coach--(performed 
by the foot indicated by the coach also) 
they then dribble the ball back to the end 
they came from and pass the ball to the 
player waiting who then performs the task 
this continues for about 1-minute or 1.5 
minutes.  They then change the turn 
again indicated by the coach

• Examples of  turns; pull-back, inside cut, 
outside cut, Beckenbauer, Cruyff  (look on 

youtube for other turns and ideas --or ask 
your team to develop their own)

COACHING POINTS

• Use different parts of  the foot

• Change the speed when changing 
direction

• Correct application of  the move
• Low center of  gravity

ROXBURGH CIRCLE ORGANIZATION

• Mark out a circle 30 yards in diameter 
with a smaller 5 yard in diameter circle in 
the center.

• Four players in the middle, rest of  the 
team spaced out around the circle; half  
the team has a ball

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION

• For a timed period (60-seconds, 90-
seconds) the center player must receive 
the ball from an outside server. They must 
receive the ball and complete at least 4 
touches before passing to the outside 
servers. For 1 point they can go back to 
the player that passed them the ball, for 2 
points they can go to another free player 
on the outside. They then must check 

through the small circle and look for the 
next pass, continue until time has elapsed.

• Keep their scores and either add them as 
a team or keep them as individuals.

• Switch the players with servers on the 
outside.

COACHING POINTS
• Use different parts of  the foot, ball stays 

on the ground (doesn’t pop up)

• Look over shoulder before the pass is 
made, to be aware of  space

• Confidence to try moves
• Low center of  gravity

• Look for the space to drive into

• Speeding up and slowing down

ROXBURGH CIRCLE 
WITH DEFENDERS ORGANIZATION

• Mark out a circle 30 yards in diameter 
with a smaller 5 yard in diameter circle in 
the center.

• Four players in the middle, two defenders, 
two attackers (assign man-to-man 
marking rolls), rest of  the team spaced out 
around the circle, half  the team has a ball

SEQUENCE & PROGRESSION

• For a timed period (60 second – 90 
seconds) the attacker must receive the ball 
from the outside and must touch the ball 
at least 4 times then pass to the outside 
server. For 1 point they can go back to the 
player that passed them the ball, for two 
points they can go to another free player 
on the outside. They then must check 
through the small circle and look for the 

next pass continue until time is 
completed. If  the defender steels the ball 
they must pass it to the outside (they 
remain the defender for the allotted time) 

• Get their scores and either add them as a 
team or keep them as individuals

• Switch the players with the defenders and 
servers on the outside

COACHING POINTS

• Use different parts of  the foot to receive, 
ball must not bounce

• Head up to look for space behind them 
before and during the pass

• Look for the space to drive into

• Speeding up and slowing down

1st Touch | Dribbling
By Gary Stephenson, Assistant Director of Coaching


